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Capturing video isn’t the problem. 



Storage is a problem. 



01:00 = 120MB 



Storage is a problem. 

120MB >     50MB 



Most of us have better things to do 
than compress video. 



File formats are a problem. 



Which of these media files will play on 

your employees devices? 



Container 

Video Codec 

Audio Codec 

1. Many combinations of containers, codecs 

 

2. Not easy to determine device compatibility 

 

3. In case of incompatibility, conversion required 



Delivery is a problem. 



Image Doc Video 
= = 



2GB 
Video 

“One manager training video please.” “Sure! Stand by.” 
???? 



 

Search is a problem 





Helps you get here (sometimes) But how do you get here? 

Manually-Entered Title and Tags 



Workflow is a problem. 



 

Click Record 
 

Click Stop 

Upload to 
your media 
server 

Synchronize 
all of your 
video feeds 

Store an 
archival copy 
of your video 

Index video 
content for 
search 

Capture all of 
your video 
feeds 

Live stream 
all of your 
video feeds 

Send an alert 
when video is 
ready 

Edit and 
republish  

Request 
video review 
and approval 

Generate a 
table of 
contents 

Generate 
closed 
captions 

Convert for 
playback on 
any device 



The Video Content Management 

System is a solution. 



Storage: No Limits 

Multi-gigabyte files, multi-terabyte libraries 

Scale elastically to meet storage demand 

100,000 hours of new video  

last school year 

3,000 hours of new video  

captured each week 



File Formats: Standardized 

WMV 

FLV 

AVI 

MPEG 

3GP 

ARF 

MOV 
Video transcoding pipeline 

Conversion Compression 

Universal 

Formats 



Streaming: Adaptive 

Low Bit Rate Stream 

Medium Bit Rate Stream 

High Bit Rate Stream 

Time 
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Search: Inside Videos 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 

“Here are the key points of  

our 401k program” 

14:20 



Search: Inside Videos 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

15:39 



Search demo 
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Video Handbook 



Your Homework: 
Read the Gartner Magic Quadrant 

for Video Content Management 

http://panop.to/gartner-leader 

(You can also reach me anytime at  

abixhorn@panopto.com) 


